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LETTER TO TI& EDITOR 

Quantum D = 4 Poincari? superalgebra 
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t Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of Wrdaw. PI. Maxa Boma 9, 50-205 
WrocXaw, Poland 
t Institute of Physics, Pedagogical University, Plac Slowianski 6, 6-029 Zielona Mra ,  
Poland 

Received 2 July 1993 

AbsVad. The x-defomtion of D =4 Poincar6 algebra is extended to the N= 1 D = 4 
P o i n d  superalgebra. By the contraction of real Hopf superalgebra UJOSp(lJ4)) (q 
real) we obtain real Hopf algebra Us(%’+,,) (P*,) is wriiten in the form which in the limit 
of vanishing fermionic generators (supercharges) reduces to the x-Poincar€ algebra 
U@‘4) (9, describes D = 4 Paincar€ algebra) proposed by Lukierski, Nowicki and Ruegg. 

Recently the formalism of quantum (super) groups and quantum (super) algebras (11- 
41; for ‘super’ case see [SA]) has been applied to describe the deformations of the 
fundamental D = 4  space-time symmetries [7-171 as well as their supersymmetric 
extensions [12,18-201. The fist ‘genuine’ quantum deformation of D=4 PoincarC 
algebra (i.e. taking the form of a real Hopf algebra) was given in [HI, where the 
Ic-PoiocarC algebra with standard real form was derived$. In this letter we shall 
‘supersymmetrize’ the scheme presented in [U] by replacing the contraction 

by the following one 

B In ow earlier work [7] we obtained the w-deformation of POincarb algebra with non-standanf real form. 
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where in both cases the limit occurring in (lb) is described by the contraction R-m 
under the assumption that q=exp(l/2~R), i.e.? 

1 
lim Rlnq=-- .  
R-.= 2 K  

As a result we obtain the D=4 N = l  x-super Poincar6 algebra, with the following 
basic properties: 
(i) The standard D = 4 supersymmetry relation$ (e = Q ‘yo; a, b = 1,2 ,3 ,4)  

tQm Q d = D a , = ( ~ ” ) d ’ p  ( 3 4  

with Dz= PG-P2= P p P p  is replaced by 

(3b) 
Po 

@e, e~}=D~b=(Ya)ob2KSinh , - ( y l ) o b p i = ( Y p ) d p  

where p,=P, .  P0=2~sinh(Po/2~) .  

mass Casimir C2 of the Ic-Poincar6 algebra (see [U]) 
We see that the right-hand side of (3b) describes the Dirac root of the K-deformed 

(4) 

(U) In the quantum superalgebra U,(’zY4;,) due to the relations (36) one can replace 
the fourmomenta operators by the bilinears of supercharges. In our framework the K -  
Poincar6 algebra U,(’zY4) can be obtained from Ux(P4;t) if we put all four supercharges 
Q, equal to zero. 
(iii) The deformed Lorentz algebra ceases to be a Hopf subalgebra of UX(P4;,) 
because the boost commutators depend on the fourmomenta as well as the bilinears of 
the supercharges. We have 

U x P 4 , , ) ~  Ux(P4)= UX(O(3>1)) 

1 K = m  J. K = m  J. K = m  (5) 

u (EP~~)= u(w= ~ ( 0 ( 3 , 1 ) )  ( K = m ) .  

In this letter we first describe briefly the real form of U,(OSp(l]4)), which undergoes 
subsequently the contraction (2). We should mention here that in 1991 the algebraic 
sector of the K-super Poincar6 algebra was calculated by performing the contraction of 
U,(USp(l(4)) for lql+ 1 with non-standard reality condition [12]§. It appears, 
however, that (compare the discussion of K-Poincar6 algebras-e.g. (13,151) the 
standard real structure Uq(0Sp(l]4)) which provides, after the contraction limit (2), 
the flat 0 ( 3 )  sector, is described necessarily by the involution which maps the 

?The contraction (2) lor U,(SU(Z)) was proposed firstly by the Firenze group [Zl j .  It should be also 
observed the factor 2 occuning in the Emif (1.2) in the supersymmetric case providing simple comparison 
with the reults of [IS]. 

Here we write basic supersymmetry relations in its Majorana form with real four supercharges. In sections 
3 and 4 we shall use the two-component Weyl spinor notation. 
§ We would like to add here that the relarions (5.20) in (5.23) in (121 mntain some errors (e.g. in (5.20) the 
parameter K should be replaced hy 2 4 .  
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standard Cartan-Weyl basis into the elements of the antipode-extended Cartan-Weyl 
basis. It is this antipode-extended Cartan- Weyl basisof IIq(0Sp(114)) @=antipode): 

fermionic: e,# e*(,+s) s (e* (a+BJ  (6b) 

which should be used for the introduction of the physical generators of N = 1 D = 4 
Poincark superalgebra. The standard as well as non-standard Cartan-Weyl basis of 
Uq(OSp(l14))-the second one chosen from the generators (h, b)  and adjusted to 
the real form under consideration-is described in section 2. In section 3 we define the 
physical generators and after suitable non-linear redefinition of boost generators we 
write down explicitly the quantum x-Poincark superalgebra (the real Hopf algebra) in 
its final form. One obtains that the K-supersymmetry algebra (3) is supplemented by 
the following coproduct formulae 

A(Q.) = Q,@ePo'4K+e-(Po'4~)~Q. (74 

MQA A(QbN= ( Y ~ ) ~ * A ( P J  (76) 

A(Po) = Po@ 1 + 1 @Po (84 
(86) 

which leads via the relationst 

to the coproduct 

A(PJ = Pj@ e + ~ - ( ~ o ' * ~ )  @ p .  

describing the four-momentum sector of UX(9,) [15]. 
In this letter we present the derivation of K-Poincark algebra by contraction. The 

K-deformation of Poincark algebra can also be obtained in an algebraic way, following 
the alternative discussion of K-Poincark algebra [16,17]. The algebraic derivation of 
K-Poincark superalgebra is now under consideration. 

Let us introduce first the root system for the superalgebra B(O,2)-0Sp(114). If 
the fermionic roots 6, =a +P, S,=B are endowed with the scalar product 

(61, 61) =(a** 62)  = 1 (6 , .  62) = 0 ( 9 4  

one obtains the following symmetric Cartan matrix 

t From (84 follows that, consistently with the relations (76), one obtains 

A(Po) = Po@ePd" + e-'Po's'@P 0 

where 
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7 We present only half ot the algebraic relations. The other half can be obtained by the following anti- 
automorphism 

e,,+e,, h, - iic 4 - 4  
called in 161 the Cartan-Planck involution. 



1 2  U h 
[e2(,+g), e-,] = (1 +q-')(q-'- O q -  e,q a+ (C- 1)2e.e,+ge-pq 0. 

The algebraic relations (120-c) should be supplemented by the coproducts derived 
from the Drinfeld-Jimbo classical formulae for simple root generators [1 ,5 ,6 ] :  

A(e+,) = e,i@qhti2 + q-('Ln)@el, (13) 

by using the relation A(ab)=A(a).A(b) where a ,  b e  U,(OSp(ll4)). We would like to 
stress here that in this derivation the following formula 161: 

(a@b)  -(c@d)= ( - l)wb'wdc ( 4  @ (W (14) 

should be used. Similarly, by using the relation S(ab)=( - l)mad".@bS(b)S(a) and 
the formulae [15,6] 

S(e,,) = - qtlei, S(e I.# )= -q*"'2'e U S(hi)=-hi ( 1 5 )  

one obtains the antipodes for all 14 generators of the standard q-deformed 
Cartan-Weyl basis. We shall use further the following involution 

e: = e-i h: =hi. (16) 

With such an involution the following two choices of the deformation parameter q can 
be considered: 
(i) Iql=l. In such a case the involution (16u) does not take us out of the 
Cartan-Weyl basis of Crq(OSp(114)), but the coproduct formulae are only invariant if 
the involution acts on tensor products in a non-standard way ((a@b)+=bt@at). 
Therefore for q on the unit circle we obtain U,(OSp (114)) as a non-standard real Hopf 
superalgebra, and such a choice was investigated in [12]. 
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(U) q real. This choice is proposed in the present paper and it leads to a standard real 
Hopf superslgebra LIq(0Sp(l14)). The technical complication is due to the appear- 
ance of the generators LA (see h , b )  generated by the involution (16n). More 
explicitly, by using the relations (ab)’ = btut one obtains 

e~+B=E-(,+g)=q-2e_c.tg)+(1 -q-’)e+e-, 

e&= t-( ,+g) = q-2e-(.tw) + (1 - q-*)e+e-.- (q-l - q-3)e-ge-,a+g) 

e$=e?_yp=qe-zS (16b) 

e?+(.t8)=i-Uo+g)=q-3e-2((rtg,+ (1 -q-2)2e-ylet, 

+ (1 +q)q-*(I - q-2e-(,+yl)e-,) -q-’(1 -q-2)2e-ge-(i+g)e-,.  

The set of generators 

- 
e* I h, e-A  ( A  = a+B, a+% 28,2(a + B ) )  (17) 

is invariant under the involution (Nu, b) and defines a non-standard q-deformed 
Cartan-Weyl basis of U,(OSp( 11 4)). 

The set (17) replaces, for q real, the standard Cartan-Weyl basis with non-simple 
generators (10). The relations (12a-c) should be modified by removing all the 
geperators e-A and inserting the generators The only new relations which should 
be calculated are [e.,imb], where a,b=(a+p,a+V,Z(a+B))t-the other (in 
particular [La, Lb]) can be obtained from the ones given by (12a-c) by the action of 
antipode or the involution (16~). For example we obtain the following ‘diagonal’ 
commutator$ 

and the following ’non-diagonal’ one 

[eaia, c - ~ . + ~ ) ]  = - egq- (h~+f t~ ) - (q  - q-’)egq ‘#-‘a- (q-q-’)e,+Be-.q’’P 

+ (q-’- l)ewe-gq-ha 

which should be compared with the second formula in (12)  and the third one in (12b) 
Similarly using the formulae (16) one can calculate the coproducts A ( L A )  as well as 
the antipodes S ( L A ) .  

t From (166) il follows that t-v is proportional to e-* 
+ Non-standard Carlan-Weyl basis can be defined as providing diagonal commutators which are not 
entirely functions of Carlan generators. 
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We introduce below 14 linear combinations of generators (17) which are self- 
conjugate under the involution (16a, b): 
(a) Lorentz generators 

M ~ = ; @ ~ + v + t - ( ~ + v ) )  

Mso = 5 (h, + 2hp). 

(c) Supercharges (in two-component Weyl notation): 

y l=ep-p - (a+p)  Yl =e-p-e,+p' 

Y2=-(e,+~-(,,,~). (21) %= -(e,+p+e-p) 

If q =  1 ten real generators M K L  (K= 1,2,3,0,5;  MKL= M&) describe the O(3,2) 
algebra with metric gKL=diag( - 1, - 1, - 1, 1, 1,), and four generators (21) describe 
four OSp(114) supercharges, satisfying the reality conditions Y i  =YA. In order to 
contract OSp(114) to N= 1, D = 4  Poincark algebra one redefines the generators (20) 
and (21) as follows (a = 1,2,3,0) 

M5/r = RP, 

'PA = R1"QA q I A  R"2QA (24  

and performs the limit R + m , 
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The formulae (22) as well as the rescaling (2) of the deformation parameter q lead 
to the contraction of the q-deformed real U,(OSp(ll4)) quantum algebra. In order to 
obtain io the contraction limit OUI xdeformed Poincart superalgebra we should: 
(a) describe all the commutators 

and the anticommutators of any two supercharges QA, & in terms of the generators 
(17), satisfying the relations (1%-c) 
(b) perform the contraction (2) 
(c) follow our experience with K-Poincare algebra [14,15] to find the non-tinear 
transformation of contracted generators which simplifies the result. 
In our calculations we shall define the following new boost generators ( r=  1,2) 

(d) Using the formulae (19-21) one should calculate the F i t  (2) of coproducts 
A(MKL)A(QA),  A(&J and of the antipodes. 

(a) Non-relativistic O(3) D T4 sector (M, ,  P j ,  Po). 
The results can be described by the following set of relations: 

~~ ~~ (i) Algebra ~~ 

(ii) Coalgebra 

A(M,) = M,@ 1 + 1 @ M i .  

The coproducts for P,= (P j ,  PD) are given by the formulae (Sa, b). 
(i) Antipodes: 

S(MJ = - M ,  S ( P , ) = - P ,  
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(b) Boost sector (L,) 
(i) Algebra 

[ii, M,] = i+ i, 
Po 1 Po 1 [i,,i,]= -icck(Mkcosh--- T,sinh-+-P (T -4MP) 

Po [ii, P,] = iKd,i sinh - 

K 8K 2~ 16x2 
(27) 

K 

[ii, Po] = ip, 

where 

Tp = P ( 0 , ) A S  QS 0, = (CTQ 

and 

[To, Ti]= - ~ ~ E , ~ ~ P , T , .  

(ii) Coalgebra 
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In four-component notation 

we obtain the formulae (1 .7~) .  
(iii) Antipodes 

S (QA) = - QA S ( Q A ) = - Q A .  (33) 
We would like to add here that-due to the supersymmetry relation (31)-one can 
replace the four-momenta by the supercharges 

Pi= (eo, Q + Qo, Q )  (344 

(346) 
Po 1 
2x 8x sinh -=-{e,, &}. 

In the formulae (24)-(33) this freedom has been fixed by the assumption that by 
putting in the bosonic quantum PoincarB algebra sector (i.e. in the relations (24)-30)) 
QA = QA = 0 we obtain the known x-Poincark algebra Uq(9,) introduced in [U]. It 
should be stressed that putting QA= Qa = O  and leaving Pp#O is inconsistent in the 
fermionic sector (see (31)). We would like to point out that for the algebraic relations 
(24), (27), (31) the Jacobi identities have been verified, and it has been shown that the 
coproduct A: U ~ ( 9 ~ , ) ~ U ~ ( ~ ~ , ) ~ U ~ ( ~ ~ ~ ) ,  described by the formulae (k, b), (25). 
(29) and (32) is the algebra homomorphism. 

Following the formulae for the Casimirs of N= 1, D = 4  PoincarB algebra (see [22], 
p. 72) we obtain the following two invariants of UX('?%,): 
(a) Quadratic mass Casimir 
The mass Casimu for Ux(94; , )  is the same as for Uq(P4) and is given by (4). 
(b) Fourlinear spin Casimir 
The generalized Pauli-Lubanski vector for N = 1, D = 4 supersymmetry 

(35) 
W, = M, Po + sjx Piek  + Ti 
Wo=PM+ To 

defines the superspin s by means of the formulae (for mass Casimii P 2  with eigenvalue 
m2)t 

(36) 
1 

Cz= W-- 4P2 (P.w)'= - mzs(s + 1). 

The x-extension of the formulae (35, 36) is now under consideration, 
In this paper we have generalized the contraction scheme, providing Ic-Poincark 

algebra to the N = 1 PoincarB superalgebra. It is also natural to generalize several 
developments, which followed the calculation of x-deformed PoincarB algebra. In 
particular 
(i) One can extend the fourmomentum space relations of Ic-Poincard algebra [15, 16, 
23, 241 to the superspace relations 

t For P f = O  also P. W=O and the superhelicity is defined if we add to 14 superPoincar6 generators the 
additional one, describing by its eigenvalues the chirality. Such a generator occurs naturally in the 
superwnformal framework. 
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and discuss the x-deformation of supersymmetric field multiplets. 
(ii) .Recently the classical r-matrix (R = 1 + *r+ OQ)) 

r ( W + J ) =  .&AI: (38) 
has been obtained by Zakrzewski [25] from the x-deformed Poincar6 algebra, given in 
[U]. Similarly, calculating the classical limit of UU($P4,,) as a Lie bi-superalgebra with 
cocommutator describing the antisymmetric part of the coproducts (29), (32) and 
(8n, b) (linear in l/x) one obtains 

Following [25] one can obtain the quantum x-super Poincar6 group by a quantization 
of the graded Poisson structure generated by (39). 

The %-superPoincar& group described by the classical r-matrix (39) describes the 
quantum deformation of N = 1 D = 4 superPoincar6 group in the lowest order in I/%. 

The authors would like to thank H Ruegg and V N Tolstoy for discussions at the initial 
stage of this work. This work was partially supported by KBN grant 2/0124/91/01. 
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